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The NEMO-3 experiment at the Modane Underground Laboratory investigates the double-beta decay
of 48Ca. Using 5.25 yr of data recorded with a 6.99 g sample of 48Ca, approximately 150 double-beta
decay candidate events are selected with a signal-to-background ratio greater than 3. The half-life for
the two-neutrino double-beta decay of 48Ca is measured to be T2ν1=2 ¼ ½6.4þ0.7−0.6ðstatÞþ1.2−0.9 ðsystÞ × 1019 yr.
A search for neutrinoless double-beta decay of 48Ca yields a null result, and a corresponding lower
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limit on the half-life is found to be T0ν1=2 > 2.0 × 10
22 yr at 90% confidence level, translating into an
upper limit on the effective Majorana neutrino mass of hmββi < 6.0–26 eV, with the range reflecting
different nuclear matrix element calculations. Limits are also set on models involving Majoron emission
and right-handed currents.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.93.112008
I. INTRODUCTION
Neutrinoless double-beta decay (0νββ) is the only
feasible way of experimentally determining the Majorana
or Dirac nature of light neutrinos. In the event that neutrinos
are Majorana particles, this process may provide one of the
most promising methods for measuring their absolute mass
as well as the possible presence of additional CP-violating
phases (see for example [1]). The corresponding two-
neutrino decay mode (2νββ) does not violate lepton number
conservation and is allowed in the standard model. This
mode has been observed for several isotopes and provides
valuable inputs to nuclear matrix element (NME) calcu-
lations [2,3]. However no clear evidence for 0νββ has been
established to date, with the best half-life limits in the range
1024–25 yr [4–8].
48Ca is a particularly interesting nucleus with which to
search for neutrinoless double-beta decay since it has the
highest kinetic energy release Qββ ¼ ð4267.98
0.32Þ keV of any known double-beta decaying isotope
[9]. This Qββ value is significantly above the bulk of
naturally occurring radioactive backgrounds and, more-
over, ensures a favorable phase space which enhances the
0νββ decay rate. However 48Ca has a low natural abun-
dance of 0.187% and is difficult to enrich. Recent calcu-
lations also indicate a relative suppression of 0νββ NMEs
for 48Ca compared to other isotopes [10–17].
The 2νββ decay mode of 48Ca was first discovered in
the Hoover Dam TPC experiment employing approxi-
mately 14 g of isotope [18]. With a sample of approx-
imately 100 events, the half-life was measured to be
T2ν1=2 ¼ ½4.3þ2.4−1.1ðstatÞ  1.4ðsystÞ × 1019 yr. A subsequent
measurement in the TGV planar germanium array experi-
ment using 1 g of isotope yielded T2ν1=2 ¼ 4.2þ3.3−1.3 × 1019 yr
based on only five events in the region of interest [19].
Both of these measurements are in agreement with
the shell-model prediction of T2ν1=2 ¼ 3.7 × 1019 yr [20].
Shell-model calculations are expected to be the most
reliable for 48Ca. Nevertheless recent predictions for the
two-neutrino half-life span a range of ð2.0–4.5Þ × 1019 yr
[12,21–23]. Other NME schemes are less well suited
to this isotope, although there is a quasiparticle random-
phase approximation (QRPA) prediction of 4.7 ×
1019 yr [24].
Searches for the 0νββ decay of 48Ca began 60 years ago
[25]. The main experimental technique that has been
employed is the use of scintillating CaF2 crystals
[26–28]. Such detectors have good energy resolution and
detection efficiency in order to search for a line at Qββ,
while backgrounds generally prevent a straightforward
measurement of the 2νββ rate. No signals for 0νββ have
been found, with the best limit currently set by the
ELEGANT VI experiment using 6.6 kg of CaF2 (7.6 g
of 48Ca) at T0ν1=2 > 5.8 × 10
22 yr at 90% C.L. [28].
II. NEMO-3 DETECTOR
NEMO-3 is a tracking calorimeter detector hosting
several double-beta decaying isotopes in thin source foils
arranged in a cylindrical geometry [29]. Electrons pass
through 50 cm wide wire chambers on each side of the
source foils containing in total 6180 Geiger cells operating
in a gas mixture comprising helium with 4% ethanol
quencher, 1% argon and 0.15% water vapor. Surrounding
the tracker is the calorimeter consisting of 1940 plastic
scintillators coupled to low radioactivity photomultipliers.
A copper coil mounted outside the calorimeter generates a
25 G solenoidal magnetic field and beyond that 165 tons
of iron, in addition to borated water, paraffin and wood are
used to shield the inner detector from external radio-
activity. Approximately 95% of 1 MeV positrons are
rejected by determining the track curvature, and 1 MeV
electrons are measured in the calorimeter with an energy
resolution (FWHM) ranging from 14.1% to 17.7% and a
timing resolution σt ≈ 250 ps. A cylindrical coordinate
system ðR;ϕ; ZÞ is used, with the Z axis pointing
upwards, parallel to the source foil and tracker wires.
NEMO-3 hosts 6.91 kg of 100Mo and 0.93 kg of 82Se,
as well as smaller amounts of 96Zr, 116Cd, 130Te and
150Nd. In all cases the experiment has made the most
precise measurement of the 2νββ half-life [2,30–32]. The
48Ca source in NEMO-3 consists of nine disks of CaF2
powder contained in thin (≈10 μm) Teflon and poly-
ethylene envelopes. Mylar foils, approximately 20 μm
thick, sandwich the disks on either side in order to hold
them in place. The disks have a diameter of 46 mm and
contain in total 17.5 g of CaF2. With an enrichment
fraction of ð73.2 1.6Þ%, this corresponds to 6.99 g of
48Ca. Following the dismantling of the detector, more
accurate measurements of the disks’ diameter and ori-
entation within the detector were made which resulted in
an updated description of the source geometry. Figure 1
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shows the vicinity of the 48Ca sources imaged in single-
electron events.
NEMO-3 ran from February 2003 until January 2011. A
standard good-run requirement selects data-taking periods
during which the detector was stable and the calorimeter
was well calibrated. The resulting live time is 5.25 yr,
corresponding to a 48Ca exposure of 36.7 g yr.
III. EVENT RECONSTRUCTION AND SELECTION
Readout of NEMO-3 is triggered by a calorimeter energy
deposit of at least 150 keV in temporal and geometrical
coincidence with a number of hits in the tracking detector,
which has a negligible inefficiency for fiducial 48Ca two-
electron (ββ) events. Offline, a tracking algorithm fits
helices to clusters of Geiger cell hits, and performs addi-
tional fits to localize the origin of each track on the source
foil and the entry point on the front face of the calorimeter.
Isolated calorimeter hits that have no energy deposits in
neighboring calorimeter cells and that are matched to
reconstructed tracks have their energies corrected for the
track impact position and are stored as electron candidates.
For all event topologies containing a single electron, the
sign of the track curvature is required to be consistent with a
negatively charged particle.
Selected ββ events must contain two electrons each with
Ee > 400 keV. The two tracks must intersect the 48Ca
source strip and originate from the same point within
tolerances jΔXY j < 10 cm and jΔZj < 15 cm. In addition
there must be no delayed α-particle tracks, as defined in
Sec. IV, in the event. The calorimeter times of the two
electrons must be consistent with a common origin on the
source foil and inconsistent with a crossing particle
originating from outside the detector. No requirement is
made on the number of additional calorimeter hits that may
be present in the event.
Backgrounds are largely constrained in independent
control samples. Common minimum electron and photon
energy cuts of 400 keV ensure good agreement between
data and Monte Carlo simulations across all the samples.
Events containing single electrons (“1e”) are selected
without the vertex and timing requirements described for
ββ events. Events containing a single electron and a certain
number of photons (“1eNγ”) do have similar timing
requirements to ββ events in order to eliminate crossing
particles. Events that, by contrast, have timing character-
istics consistent with particles crossing the detector, are
used to constrain “external” backgrounds originating
from outside the detector. Finally, “1e1α” events contain
a single electron and delayed α particle consistent with
214Bi− 214Po sequential decays.
The data are compared to simulated signal and back-
ground samples. In all cases the decays are generated using
the DECAY0 [33] program and passed through a detailed
GEANT3 [34] based detector simulation, before being
processed with the same reconstruction algorithms and
event selection as the data.
IV. BACKGROUNDS AND CONTROL CHANNELS
Through interactions in or near the source foil, β-
decaying isotopes or external γ rays can give rise to events
containing two electrons. Due to the highQββ value of 48Ca
very few isotopes form significant backgrounds in the
vicinity of the 0νββ signal. Backgrounds are classified as
“internal” if they originate from the source foil itself and
“external” if they originate from outside of the tracking
volume. Radon progeny deposited on the source foil or
nearby tracker wires form a third background category.
The 48Ca sources in NEMO-3 suffer from contamination
by the chemically similar element strontium. Both 90Y and
its parent 90Sr, with which it is in secular equilibrium, are
essentially pure β emitters and their activity is constrained
predominantly by the measurement using the 1e channel, as
shown in Fig. 2. The measured 90Sr=90Y activity is
observed to decrease with a half-life of ð24.8 0.5Þ yr
over the almost 8-yr running period of the experiment. The
FIG. 1. An image of the NEMO-3 source foils in the vicinity of
the 48Ca source, showing the rate of single-electron events
(arbitrary scale) from the nine CaF2 disks mounted beneath
the 96Zr source and next to the 150Nd source foil. The region
below the 48Ca source is populated with Mylar foils of the type
used in the source construction. The more distant 82Se and 100Mo
sources do not contribute to backgrounds in the analysis of 48Ca.
A copper tube forming part of the calibration system lies between
the 48Ca=96Zr sources and the 82Se foil.
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discrepancy with the expected 28.8-yr half-life [35] corre-
sponds to differences of (1–2)% between the measured and
predicted distribution of 90Sr=90Y background events
across the lifetime of the experiment, due to imperfect
modeling of the time dependence of the detector response.
The resulting systematic uncertainty on the results pre-
sented here is negligible.
The external backgrounds indicated in Fig. 2 and else-
where are modeled as combinations of 228Ac=212Bi=208Tl,
214Bi, 60Co and 40K in the photomultiplier tubes, scintilla-
tor blocks, iron structure and laboratory air surrounding the
detector [36]. All of these components are allowed to vary
from their central values in a fit to 1e and 1e1γ events that
have a timing signature consistent with a particle of
external origin passing through the 48Ca source. Due to
detector inhomogeneities, the various external background
components measured in the analysis of 48Ca data are
found to differ from their whole-detector averaged levels by
between −15% and þ40%.
Events containing a gamma in addition to a single
electron provide an additional control channel to constrain
internal backgrounds such as 208Tl, 214Bi and 152Eu.
Figure 3 shows the sum of the electron and photon energies
in 1e1γ events. On top of a significant external background
component, there is a contribution at low energies from
90Sr=90Y decays in which the electron has undergone
bremsstrahlung, with the other internal backgrounds con-
strained predominantly in the region Eeþγ ≳ 2.0 MeV. The
1e2γ events provide an additional statistically limited
constraint, particularly on internal contamination by 208Tl.
The final background control sample consists of events
containing a single electron and a delayed track consistent
with being an α particle from 214Bi− 214Po coincident
decays. The minimum electron energy requirement is
reduced to 200 keV in order to increase statistics, and α
tracks comprise one or more delayed hits in the vicinity of
the electron vertex. The distribution of the α track length in
Fig. 4 shows a clear signal for radon progeny deposited on
the surface of tracker wires close to the source foil, as well
as a component deposited on the foil itself. Due to the small
efficiency for α particles generated in the CaF2 powder to
reach the tracking volume, this channel does not constrain
the internal 214Bi contamination of the isotope and provides
only a weak signal for contamination inside the Mylar
surrounding the source.
High-purity germanium (HPGe) measurements of the
48Ca source disks were made following the dismantling of
the NEMO-3 detector. Activities of 152Eu and 40K and upper
limits on the activities of 234mPa and 228Ac are derived and
used as Gaussian constraints in the final background model.
A simultaneous binned log-likelihood fit is performed on
all of the control samples discussed in Sec. III, as well as
the HPGe constraints. In all cases the HPGe measurements
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FIG. 2. The energy spectrum of electrons in events containing a
single electron compared to the fitted background contributions
(top panel) and as a ratio to the total Monte Carlo prediction
(bottom panel). The dominant contribution is from 90Sr=90Y with
an end point of 2.3 MeV. At higher energies the background from
the radon daughter 214Bi becomes significant. There are sub-
leading contributions from other internal backgrounds, external
backgrounds and contamination of events from neighboring
source foils.
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total Monte Carlo prediction (bottom panel). The higher end of
the distribution is dominated by the contribution due to the β
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are found not to be in significant tension with the NEMO-3
data. The resulting internal background activities are
summarized in the first column of Table I.
V. TWO-NEUTRINO DOUBLE-BETA DECAY
Events containing exactly two electrons are selected with
the requirements listed in Sec. III. The distribution of
ETOT ¼ E1 þ E2 is shown in Fig. 5 along with the fitted
backgrounds. The 90Sr=90Y decays can give rise to two-
electron events, for example through Møller scattering. The
yield of events fitted in the ββ sample alone and shown in
Fig. 5 results in an activity for 90Sr=90Y that is ð9 4Þ%
higher than that measured in the single-electron control
sample. Although not significant, this difference is con-
sidered as a source of systematic uncertainty.
The 2νββ event yield is fitted in the high-energy region
of the ETOT distribution. An optimization of the total
(statistical plus systematic) uncertainty indicates an opti-
mum requirement of ETOT > 1.8 MeV. Table I gives the
fitted and observed event yield over the full range ETOT >
0.8 MeV and in the signal fit range ETOT > 1.8 MeV. In
the fit range the number of signal events divided by the
square root of the number of background events,
S=
ﬃﬃﬃ
B
p
≈ 23. The isotopes 90Sr=90Y are the most important
background. The fitted number of events N ¼ 153 and the
selection efficiency calculated from Monte Carlo simula-
tion, ϵ ¼ 3.1%, correspond to a half-life given by
TABLE I. Summary of the fitted internal background
activities (A), the expected number of background events (N)
from all sources, the fitted 48Ca 2νββ signal and the observed
number of two-electron events. The numbers of events in the
region ETOT > 1.8 MeV, in which the 2νββ contribution has
been fitted, are also given. Where multiple isotopes are listed
on a single line then secular equilibrium is assumed. Note that
for 228Ac=212Bi=208Tl the quoted activity is for 228Ac and
the activity of 208Tl will therefore be smaller by a branching
fraction of 35.9%. The uncertainties on the quoted activities are
statistical only.
Contribution A (mBq) N
N for ETOT
> 1.8 MeV
90Sr=90Y (in ββ) 32.3 0.1 997 32.1
228Ac=212Bi=208Tl 0.07 0.01 6.8 1.5
214Pb=214Bi 0.08 0.01 12.9 3.8
152Eu 0.5 0.1 0.13
40K 0.49 0.08 0.27
234mPa 0.3 0.1 8.4 1.6 × 10−2
Non-48Ca sources 16.0 3.1
External 7.6 0.81
Radon 7.9 2.9
Total background 1057 44.2
48Ca 2νββ ð3.00.3Þ×10−2 302 153
Data 1368 192
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FIG. 5. The distribution of the summed electron energy in two-
electron events. At low energies 90Sr=90Y background events
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visible at higher energies. Four open histograms represent limits
on non-standard model double-beta decay processes, with 90%
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T1=2 ¼
ϵ
N
·
NAm
M
· lnð2Þ · T;
whereNA is Avogadro’s number,m is the mass of 48Ca with
molar mass M, and T is the total exposure time.
In addition to the statistical uncertainty on the fitted
number of signal events, the measurement of the two-
neutrino half-life is subject to a number of systematic
uncertainties as listed in Table II. The majority of the
contributions relate to uncertainties in the modeling of
signal and backgrounds. The discrepancy between the
90Sr=90Y activity measured in the 1e and 2e samples is
likely due to imperfect modeling of the mechanisms by
which single β electrons give rise to two-electron event
signatures in the NEMO-3 detector. The central value for
the 48Ca 2νββ half-life is obtained by fitting the 90Sr=90Y
activity simultaneously with the signal in the 2e sample;
constraining it to the activity measured in the 1e sample
gives rise to a change between −2.4% and þ2.0% in T2ν1=2.
Uncertainties in external and radon backgrounds give rise
to changes in the measured half-life approximately one
order of magnitude smaller than this.
The fractional uncertainty on the 48Ca enrichment
fraction of 2.1% translates directly into a corresponding
uncertainty on the measured two-neutrino half-life.
Systematic uncertainties are also attributed to the source
construction (diameter, thickness and material composi-
tion) as well as the precision (≈1°) with which the
orientation of the 48Ca source strips is known within the
NEMO-3 detector. Altogether these source construction
uncertainties combine to give an asymmetric þ3.7% and
−5.5% uncertainty on the extracted 2νββ half-life.
The largest systematic uncertainties relate to the detector
response and calibration. A comparison of data and
Monte Carlo simulations for dedicated 207Bi calibration
runs indicates an uncertainty on the selection efficiency for
double-beta decay topologies of ≈7% [7]. A calorimeter
energy scale uncertainty of 1% determined during dedi-
cated scans of the calorimeter optical modules prior to
construction and verified using in situ calibration sources
translates into a 4.2% uncertainty on the 2νββ activity. One
of the most difficult distributions to simulate accurately is
the opening angle of the two electrons in double-beta-like
event topologies, which requires accurate modeling not
only of electron scattering in the source material but also
the performance of the reconstruction algorithms for tracks
with varying spatial separations. Separating two-electron
events into exclusive samples comprising events with both
electrons on the same side (SS) or opposite side (OS) of the
source foil gives rise to fitted activities that are different
from the combined sample by −14% (SS) and þ11% (OS)
respectively. Although this discrepancy has a statistical
significance of only 1.2σ, it is included here as an
asymmetric systematic uncertainty on the half-life obtained
from the inclusive 2e sample.
For the source mass and exposure stated in Sec. II, the
resulting half-life for the 2νββ decay of 48Ca is
T2ν1=2 ¼ ½6.4þ0.7−0.6ðstatÞþ1.2−0.9ðsystÞ × 1019 yr;
where the systematic uncertainty is the sum in quadrature
separately for upward and downward changes in the half-
life of all the systematics described above and summarized
in Table II.
VI. NEUTRINOLESS DOUBLE-BETA DECAY
A search for neutrinoless modes of double-beta decay is
performed on events selected with the criteria outlined in
Sec. III, using the measurements of backgrounds and the
2νββ signal strength given in Secs. IV and V, respectively.
The main background for 0νββ searches is the 2νββ signal,
which overlaps with the 0νββ peak given the finite
resolution of the calorimeter.
Four 0νββ mechanisms are investigated in this work,
where the decay proceeds via the exchange of light
neutrinos, which largely shares its kinematics with R-parity
violating (Rp) supersymmetric processes [37], through
right-handed currents coupling right-handed quarks to
right-handed leptons (λ) and left-handed quarks to right-
handed leptons (η) [38], and with the emission of a single
Majoron with spectral index n ¼ 1 [39].
Limits on the 0νββ processes are obtained using a
modified frequentist method based on a binned log-
likelihood ratio test statistic (CLs) [40]. The statistic is
calculated over the entire energy range above 0.8 MeV,
with the background-only hypothesis providing a good fit
to the data with an observed p value (1-CLb) of 0.83.
The region above 3.4 MeV has the highest sensitivity to
the 0νββ peak. No events are observed in this window,
illustrating the benefit of the high Qββ value of 48Ca, and a
simple counting experiment limit obtained in this window
is comparable to that obtained using the CLs method over
the larger energy range. Requiring a minimum energy of
3.6 MeV reduces the signal efficiency by a modest 15%
while reducing the background expectation dominated by
2νββ events, to ≈0.1 events. This suggests the feasibility of
TABLE II. Systematic uncertainties on the measured half-life
for the 2νββ decay of 48Ca.
Origin Uncertainty on T2ν1=2
90Sr=90Y background ½þ2.0;−2.4%
Other backgrounds 0.3%
48Ca enrichment fraction 2.1%
48Ca source construction ½þ3.7;−5.5%
Electron reconstruction efficiency ½þ7.5;−6.5%
Calorimeter energy scale ½þ4.4;−4.0%
Two-electron angular distribution ½þ16;−10%
Total ½þ19;−14%
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background-free measurements with at least one order of
magnitude longer exposures using the NEMO-3 technique.
When calculating the test statistic, the background and
signal distributions are scaled by random factors drawn
from Gaussian distributions with widths reflecting the
uncertainties on the background normalization and signal
efficiency. An estimate of the effect of systematic uncer-
tainties on the limit is thus included in the resulting
distributions of the test statistic from which the confidence
intervals are extracted. The estimate of the systematic
uncertainty on the background model given in Sec. V is
used, and the statistical uncertainty on the magnitude of the
2νββ signal given in the same section is applied to that
contribution. Both these uncertainties have negligible
effects on the extracted limits, with the exception of the
Majoron-emission mode. The largest effect arises from the
uncertainty on the signal efficiency. Given that the dom-
inant contribution to the uncertainty on the 2νββ efficiency
is estimated from the data, which is not possible for the
0νββ case, the uncertainty on the latter signal efficiency is
assumed to be equal in magnitude to the former.
The combined effect of the uncertainties outlined above
on the limit placed on the light neutrino exchange 0νββ
process does not exceed 5%. The results of the limit-setting
procedure are given in Table III and shown as open
histograms in Fig. 5.
The most stringent limit is obtained for the light
Majorana neutrino exchange mechanism, where fewer than
2.68 events are observed at 90% C.L. With a signal
detection efficiency of 16.9%, this corresponds to a lower
limit of 2.0 × 1022 yr on the 0νββ half-life. This result is
within the range expected for the background-only hypoth-
esis. As noted in the Introduction, a search for the same
process with scintillating CaF2 crystals has achieved a
better limit of 5.8 × 1022 yr with roughly half of the
exposure and a significantly higher efficiency [28].
The 0νββ half-life lower limit can be converted into
an upper limit on the effective Majorana neutrino mass
hmββi. Using the axial-vector coupling constant gA ¼ 1.27,
the phase space factor from [41] and NMEs calculated
in the shell-model framework [11,12,17] gives hmββi <
12–24 eV, whereas extending the NME selection to
include calculations in the QRPA [10,14,15], interacting
boson model [16] and energy density functional [13]
frameworks yields a wider range: hmββi < 6.0–26 eV.
In the context of supersymmetry, the same limit can be
used to extract an upper limit on the Rp coupling constant
λ0111, assuming the decay proceeds via gluino exchange
[37]. With the matrix elements given in [17,42] a bound of
λ0111 < ð0.11–0.14Þ × f is obtained on the coupling con-
stant, with f ¼ ð m ~q
1TeVÞ2ð
m~g
1TeVÞ1=2, where m ~q and m~g are the
squark and gluino masses, respectively.
The existence of right-handed weak currents would lead
to 0νββ decays with different electron kinematics from the
neutrino exchange mechanism. The summed energy spec-
tra do not differ significantly from the light neutrino
exchange mode, giving consistent limits on the number
of observed events. However, the right-handed modes have
reduced detection efficiencies, particularly in the λ case,
where there is a significant asymmetry in the energies of the
two electrons. The resulting lower limits on the half-lives of
these processes are 1.9 × 1022 yr and 1.2 × 1022 yr at
90% C.L. for the η and λ modes, respectively. These
half-lives translate into upper bounds on the coupling
constants of hηi< ð0.74–54Þ×10−7 and hλi< ð7.6–47Þ×
10−6, using phase space factors and matrix elements from
[43]. A unique strength of NEMO-like experiments is the
ability to measure the kinematics of the individual elec-
trons, which would allow for the distinction between
right-handed currents and light neutrino exchange as the
underlying mechanisms of 0νββ in the event of a positive
observation [38].
Lastly, a search is made for 0νββ accompanied by the
emission of a single Majoron. Models considered in the
literature predict 0νββ to occur with the emission of one or
two Majorons, with the phase space factor G governed by
G ∝ ðQββ − ETOTÞn, where n is the spectral index, com-
monly used to categorize decays arising from different
models [39]. Decays with larger n (e.g. those with the
emission of two Majorons) have broader summed energy
spectra peaked at lower values and are thus more difficult to
separate from the 2νββ signal and other backgrounds.
Given the relatively low statistics and high level of back-
ground at the lower end of the spectrum studied in this
work, only the n ¼ 1 case is considered. The upper limit on
TABLE III. Limits on 0νββ modes in 48Ca for ETOT > 0.8 MeV. The signal efficiencies and 90% C.L. upper limits on the number of
events ðNlimÞ are shown for the four investigated decay mechanisms. The limits expected given the background-only hypothesis are
shown, with the ranges representing one standard deviation fluctuations of the background model and the systematic uncertainty on the
signal efficiency.
Efficiency Nlim 90% C.L. T0ν1=2 90% C.L. (10
22 yr)
Mechanism (%) Expected Observed Expected Observed
Light neutrino exchange /Rp supersymmetry 16.9 <2.67–3.15 <2.68 >1.71–2.02 >2.02
Right-handed currents
η 15.8 <2.69–3.21 <2.70 >1.57–1.88 >1.87
λ 9.91 <2.65–3.07 <2.65 >1.03–1.20 >1.19
Single Majoron emission (n ¼ 1) 13.4 <8.54–17.3 <9.35 >0.25–0.50 >0.46
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the number of observed events is 9.35 at 90% C.L., which is
combined with a detection efficiency of 13.4% to give a
lower half-life limit of 4.6 × 1021 yr. This result improves
on the previously published best limit of 7.2 × 1020 yr [44]
obtained with data from [45]. An upper limit on the
coupling between the νe and the Majoron of hgeei <
ð1.0–4.3Þ × 10−4 is extracted from the half-life limit using
the phase space factor from [43] and matrix elements from
[11–17].
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The NEMO-3 experiment has investigated the double-
beta decay of 48Ca with a small source comprising
just 7 g of isotope but with a total exposure time of
more than five years. A larger and purer sample of ββ
events has been selected than in previous experiments
and the half-life for the standard model two-neutrino
double-beta decay mode has been measured to be
T2ν1=2 ¼ ½6.4þ0.7−0.6ðstatÞþ1.2−0.9ðsystÞ × 1019 yr. This measured
half-life is consistent with previous experimental mea-
surements but has significantly smaller uncertainties.
Note that this result differs from and supercedes a
preliminary measurement of the 2νββ half-life for 48Ca
previously reported by the NEMO-3 Collaboration [2,3].
The change in reported half-life is due primarily to a
modified description of the source geometry following
the decommissioning of the NEMO-3 detector. The
half-life reported in this work is longer than suggested
by shell-model calculations, although the significance of
this discrepancy is only at the level of 2σ.
A search for 0νββ decays of 48Ca has been performed in
the same data set. No signal has been found, and a lower
limit on the half-life for the light Majorana neutrino
exchange mechanism for 0νββ has been determined to
be 2.0 × 1022 yr at 90% C.L. Limits have also been placed
on Rp supersymmetry, right-handed currents and Majoron-
emission models.
As expected for the high-Qββ isotope 48Ca, the region of
interest for 0νββ decays has a very low level of residual
background arising almost entirely from the high-energy
tail of the 2νββ decay mode. Further investigation of the
double-beta decay of 48Ca using a similar experimental
technique but with larger exposures would therefore lead to
improved limits on 0νββ as well as provide a more precise
measurement of the 2νββ half-life. However, progress in
the enrichment of 48Ca will be required for this to be
experimentally feasible.
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